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To: dog@uh.edu
Subject: Math 1100 - Welcome!

Math 1100 Welcome Message

Hello! And welcome to Math 1100. My name is Virginia L. Hollyer and you may call me Ms. Leigh. I will be the course coordinator for this event. Notice I did not say “teacher”. This course is an online self-paced course and most of the teaching will be you and the notes or you and a tutor. I will be in charge of grading your finals. I will also be sending emails throughout the semester reminding you to finish up on your quizzes.

The course is designed for you to finish up at finals having done one or two quizzes a week throughout the semester. There are two subsections of this course. One is for the students taking Math 1310, College Algebra, and the other for students taking Math 1311, Functions and Modeling. Note that these core courses are VERY different and so the subsections are very different, too. You will sign up for one or the other as soon as you open your account in SPACE, the management program for Math 1100.

The url for SPACE is on my website: www.math.uh.edu/~dog

Set up your account on the first class day and then once it’s open, select your subsection by typing it in the box that asks for “section”.

Let me go through some dates with you. You can open your SPACE account on Monday, August 20. All the quizzes will be open for you to take once your account is open. Find the quizzes under the “submit work” tab on your homepage. You must get a 70% on a quiz to move forward to the next quiz.

The quizzes close at midnight, December 1. If you have completed them all you will then be eligible to take the final in CASA on December 4 or 5. Finals are taken by appointment. You need a score of at least 70% on the final to earn an S in the course.

It is possible to take an early final if you finish all the quizzes up earlier in the semester. If you do not finish the quizzes, you’ll need to repeat the course next semester. You can just start up where you left off on quizzes then.

This is a lot for a first email…so I’ll stop now. Email me with any questions that you have.

Ms. Leigh

PS I'll be out Wednesday but will answer your emails on Thursday